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1. In one film, a bladed variety of  this object iswielded by Gazelle, a henchman of  the villain
Richmond Valentine. Cherry Darling's grenade launcher and minigun double as unusual versions
of  these objects inPlanet Terror. Peter Quill pays 30,000 units to acquire an unnecessary one of
these objects during the (*) prison break in Guardians of  the Galaxy. Hiccup has worn one of  these things
ever since the Red Death nearly killed him in How to Train Your Dragon. At the wedding near the end of
Forrest Gump, Lieutenant Dan proudly shows off, for 10 points, what mobility-aiding devices?
ANSWER: prosthetic legs [accept answers identifying fake legs or peg legs; prompt on answers like leg
or "prosthetic (limb)" or "prosthesis" that do not indicate a leg] <Vopava>

2. At a world championship event in October 2019, confusion over the proper use of  this object led
to a Chinese team's disqualification. Gaffes involving these objects by Lauryn Willams and Tyson
Gay occurred on the same day at the Beijing Olympics. "Stick!" is often shouted to indicate the (*)
availability of  this object. The IAAF's rules notes that losing one of  these objects results in disqualification,
though merely dropping it does not. An athlete known as an "anchor" is the last person to receive, for 10
points, what objects passed between relay runners?
ANSWER: batons [accept relay batons or similar] <Nelson>

3. Description acceptable. This object was placed in the ground to destroy the Williamsburg
Bridge, resulting in Michael Yew's death.  Zoë Nightshade was the original owner of  this object,
which at the time could take the form of  a hair clip.Mr. Brunner gave this object to its current
owner to defeat (*) Alecto, who was secretly disguised as his pre-algebra teacher Mrs. Dodds. A seemingly
ordinary ballpoint pen can transform into this object, which was cursed to fail by Ares. For 10 points, name
this weapon wielded by a son of  Poseidon in a RickRiordan book series.
ANSWER: Percy Jackson's sword [accept similar answers describing a sword used by Percy Jackson;
accept Riptide or Anaklusmos] <Rao-Pothuraju>

4. In a ballad originally titled for Sylvia Plath, this singer described "tearing around" in a
nightgown. This singer posed with Jack Nicholson's grandson on the cover of  her 2019 album,
which was co-written with Jack Antonoff  and featuredthe single "The Greatest." In an early hit,
this woman says of  a man "you made my eyes burn" whenhe wore the title (*) clothing. This singer
described a time "when the living's easy" in a 2019 cover of  a Sublime song. Norman Rockwell is the
namesake of  an acclaimed album by, for 10 points,what singer of  "Blue Jeans" and "Video Games"?
ANSWER: Lana Del Rey [or Elizabeth (Woolridge) Grant] <Nelson>

5. A large, yellow one of  these objects was used in2019 by an athlete recovering from a quadriceps
tear. Marina Toybina designs these objects, including a "Golden" one that these objects' users
strive for. One of  these objects called the "BlackWidow" was used by a former co-worker of
Anthony Anderson, who still failed to (*) recognize its user. Nicole Scherzinger and Ken Jeong are
among the people tasked with identifying the users of  these objects. Wayne Brady won a competition series
while wearing a "fox" variety of, for 10 points, what obfuscating objects worn by celebrity singers?
ANSWER: masks [accept The Masked Singer or answers like masks in The Masked Singer or costumes in
The Masked Singer] <Nelson>
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6. A macabre form of  this activity is central to anamesake 2005 Dakota Fanning and Robert De
Niro film. The world championship of  this activityis formally named "Nascondino," which is the
Italian word for it. This activity names a 2018 prequel to the game Hello Neighbor. Jason Derulo's
hit "Whatcha Say" samples an Imogen Heap single titled for this activity. A wealthy family who
made its fortune on (*) board games conducts a bizarre ritual involving this activity following a wedding in
a 2019 horror comedy. For 10 points, what children's game is depicted in the film Ready or Not?
ANSWER: hide and seek [accept hide and go seek] <Nelson>

7. To recruit a "grease man" for this group, two men travel to San Diego to see an acrobat named
"the Amazing Yen" perform. Basher Tarr suggests using an electromagnetic bomb called a
"pinch" to help this group. Claude Debussy's "Claire de Lune" plays as this group disbands
one-by-one while watching the fountain show outside the (*) Bellagio Hotel. A croupier (KROOP-ee-yay)
played by Bernie Mac and a pickpocket played by Matt Damon are among, for 10 points, what group that
robs three Las Vegas casinos and titles a 2001 caper film starring George Clooney?
ANSWER: Ocean's 11 [accept answers identifying the people that Danny Ocean assembles for the heist in
Ocean's 11] <Vopava>

8. Prospects at the NFL Combine run an agility drill using this many cones. A defensive scheme
featuring a nose tackle typically requires this many total defensive linemen. The Super Bowl of  this
number was the first to be won by an AFL team, as well as the first to formally be called a (*) Super
Bowl. At the start of  a play, running backs and linementypically line up in a stance named for this number
of  points, meaning just one hand is off  the ground.The number of  wide receivers in a "trips" formation is,
for 10 points, what number of  points in a field goal?
ANSWER: 3 <Nelson>

9. In 2006 this TV network aired the reality series Black. White., which altered two families' races
with high-grade make-up. The year prior, a young Sterling K. Brown played a bulimic cop on this
network's ill-conceived sitcom Starved as part of a block that this network touted as "the dark side
of  comedy." Ryan Murphy's first hit show, (*)Nip/Tuck, aired on this channel, as did a series starring
Charlie Hunnam as Jax Teller, the head of  a motorcyclegang. Sons of  Anarchyand The Shield aired on, for 10
points, what channel that once used the slogan "Fox gone cable"?
ANSWER: FX <Vopava>

10. The first version of  this product included thegame Brick as an easter egg. The first
advertisement for this product depicted a man dancing to "Take California" by the Propellerheads.
The use of  one of  these devices by the title characterof Baby Driver led to a resurgence in their
sales in 2017. A black and red one of  these itemsfeatured the signatures of  members of  (*)U2.
Colorful silhouettes were used in ads for these products, including its extremely small "shuffle" variety. A
click wheel was employed in early versions of, for 10 points, what music players made by Apple?
ANSWER: iPods [accept iPod classic or iPod shuffle] <Nelson>
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11. In its most recent World Series appearance, this team managed a win against pitcher Yordano
Ventura but ultimately lost the series in five games. This team's first manager, Casey Stengel, gave
its surprisingly good 1969 team the epithet (*) "Amazing." This team's Mookie Wilson hit a ground ball
between Bill Buckner's legs in Game 6 of  the 1986World Series, which this franchise later won. In 2000, this
team lost to a cross-town rival in a World Series known as the "Subway Series." Shea Stadium was the
former home of, for 10 points, what team based in Queens?
ANSWER: New York Mets [prompt on New York] <Andert>

12. This species bears a strong resemblance to the Komayto, an enemy in the Kid Icarus series. The
"X" parasite is a natural enemy of  this species, whichgrows massively when mutated by Phazon
(FAY-zon). An infant example of  this species was takenfrom the planet SR388 for research by the (*)
Galactic Federation. In its most common form, this species is weak to ice and holds three small spheres
inside its translucent membrane. A set of  claws for latching onto victims are wielded by. for 10 points, what
floating, jellyfish-like aliens that name a Nintendo game series starring Samus Aran (SAM-iss AIR-in)?
ANSWER: metroids <Nelson>

13. Creator and type of  work required. Vanessa Beecroftdirected multiple works of  this type, one of
which was briefly interrupted by its writer angrily yelling "no trumpet." The creator of  these works
dressed in all-silver at the Miami premiere of  thesecond of  them, which was titledMary. The first
of  these 2019 works starred (*)Sheck Wes as the title character, the Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar
(NEB-uh-ked-NEZZ-ar). Critics have noted that the term "oratorio" more accurately describes, for 10 points,
what works that don't actually contain arias and were written by the rapper behind the album Jesus is King?
ANSWER: operas by Kanye West [accept similar answers describing operas or musicals or stage
productions by Kanye (Omari) West; accept answers giving Kanye instead of  West; acceptoratorios by
Kanye West before "oratorios"] <Nelson>

14. The 2019 reboot of  this series features Broadwaystar Joshua Dela Cruz and adds the phrase And
You! to its title. Each episode of  this show startedwith its host leaning out his window and yelling
"Hi out there!" Cinnamon and Paprika were the children of  this show's recurring characters (*)
Mr. Salt and Mrs. Pepper. Contrary to urban legends, this show's original presenter, Steve, did not die of  a
heroin overdose. Three objects marked by colorful pawprints figure in each episode of, for 10 points, what
Nick Jr. show featuring an animated dog?
ANSWER: Blue's Clues <Vopava>

15. This word identifies what Nala vows to "remember" in the song "Shadowland" from the
Broadway musical The Lion King. This word is also the last name of  Sheriff  Woody inToy Story. A
2014 film about a British miners' strike is titled for this word, which is scrawled on the wall above a
murder victim who chose to kill herself  rather thanlive disfigured in the film (*) Seven. In the film
versions of The Lion King, this word provides the name of  a towering rock outcropping.  For 10 points,Keira
Knightley starred in a 2005 adaptation of  a novel titled for what five-letter word and Prejudice?
ANSWER: pride [accept your pride or my pride or Woody Pride or Pride Rock or Pride and Prejudice]
<Vopava>
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16. In 1989 Rimas Kurtinaitis (REE-mus kur-ten-"EYE"-tiss) wore a blank white jersey while competing
in this event. Craig Hodges competed in this event a record eight times, and had a record
performance in it in 1986. The maximum score in this event increased to 40 in 2020 thanks to a (*)
pair of  green-colored "Mountain Dew Zones" being introduced. In that iteration of  this event, Buddy Hield
edged out Devin Booker. An entire rack of  "money balls" can be placed in one of  five locations during, for
10 points, what NBA competition centered on long-distance shots?
ANSWER: NBA Three-Point Shootout [accept Three-Point Contest or similar answers] <Nelson>

17. In one film, this man's imminent death is paralleled by a scene in which he points out a dead
fish on the bottom of  his aquarium. In another film,a slow zoom shows this man crouched inside a
large clock during a scene with Lady Aberlin. Lloyd Vogel, a writer played by Matthew Rhys
("reese"), interviews this man to try to expose him as a fraud, but later dreams of  growing rabbit
ears and talking to one of  this man's creations, Daniel(*) Tiger. In that 2019 film, Tom Hanks played,
for 10 points, what beloved TV host depicted in the films Won't You Be My Neighbor? and It's a Beautiful Day in
the Neighborhood?
ANSWER: Mr. Rogers [or Fred (McFeely) Rogers] <Vopava>

18. Judy Garland's performance of  "By Myself" onThe Ed Sullivan Show contains what may be the
first ever one of  these actions. A historic one ofthese actions occurred near the end of  the 2016
White House Correspondents' Dinner. The question "Did you see my bag?" is posed in a song
named for this action remixed by Steve Aoki and performed by (*) BTS. A music competition show
titled for this action is co-hosted by Method Man. At the end of  a comedic speech, Barack Obama stated
"Obama out" before taking, for 10 points, what action taken upon winning a rap battle?
ANSWER: mic drop [accept similar answers describing dropping a microphone] <Nelson>

19. In its tenth season, this show gave a guest role to Jamie Siminoff, whose prior appearance
featured one of  this show's biggest mistakes. Amongthis show's more soft-hearted regulars is
Barbara Corcoran. This series is the American version of  the long-running BBC programDragons'
Den. In a 2012 episode of  this show, Lori Greinergave (*) $100,000 to the founder of  Scrub Daddy,
thus landing one of  this show's best deals. For 10points, name this ABC reality series on which
entrepreneurs pitch their businesses to a panel of wealthy investors.
ANSWER: Shark Tank [Jamie Siminoff  pitched Doorbot, a video doorbell now known as Ring that
Amazon bought for over a billion dollars.] <Vopava>

20. Musician Tommy Steele sculpted this woman sitting on a bench and holding a small shopping
bag. A former maid who is now buried in Woolton is sometimes identified as this person, though a
man who wrote about her denies she existed. A lyric asking "who is it for?" refers to a face worn by
this woman, which is kept (*) "in a jar by the door." This woman is twice described being in a
church--once at her death, and another where she "picks up the rice . . . where her wedding has been." For
10 points, what woman titles a strings-heavy Beatles song about "all the lonely people"?
ANSWER: Eleanor Rigby [accept either name] <Nelson>
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1. Numerous well-known rock albums have covers that are just adapted from famous paintings. For 10
points each:
[10] One of  this band's most successful albums,Viva La Vida, has a cover that just slaps the album's title
over Eugène Delacroix's (oo-ZHEN DEL-uh-kwahz) Liberty Leading the People.
ANSWER: Coldplay
[10] The art for Guns 'n' Roses' album series Use Your Illusion uses details from this Renaissance-era painting
that prominently features Plato and Aristotle at its center.
ANSWER: The School of  Athens
[10] Pieter Breughel's (BROY-gulls) Netherlandish Proverbs was repurposed as the cover for the debut album of
this indie folk band behind the song "White Winter Hymnal." Before going solo, Father John Misty was a
drummer for this group.
ANSWER: Fleet Foxes <Nelson>

2. The duo who uttered this advertising slogan traveled around in a Smartcar with a Bullet Bill painted on its
side. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this five-word slogan. In a series of  late-2000sTV ads, two Japanese businessmen would arrive at a
house and say this phrase while bowing to whoever answered the door.
ANSWER: "Wii would like to play"
[10] The first "Wii would like to play" commercials largely promoted this bundled game, which is still the
best-selling system-exclusive game of  all time.
ANSWER: Wii Sports
[10] One of  the last of  the ads hawked the third gamein this Nintendo series, which was more
platformer-oriented than its RPG predecessors. The ad notes how this series's protagonist can now go
"from 2D to 3D."
ANSWER: Paper Mario [accept Super Paper Mario] <Vopava>

3. These films are typically made in Canada about 14 or 15 at a time and then broadcast as early as late
October. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify or describe this genre of  formulaic, conservative-minded TV movies from a specific
broadcaster, with titles like Merry & Bright. 24 of these films were made in 2019 alone.
ANSWER: Hallmark Channel's Christmas movies [accept answers that include both Hallmark Channel
(or Hallmark Movies & Mystery (Channel)) and the idea of Christmas or Yuletide or Holiday movies;
prompt on partial answers like Christmas movies or Hallmark movies]
[10] Hallmark ropes all manner of  C-list actors tobe in their Christmas films; for instance, 2019's The
Mistletoe Secret features Patrick Duffy, who played Bobby Ewing on this 1980s drama about a family of oil
barons.
ANSWER: Dallas
[10] 2019's A Godwink Christmas: Meant for Love stars Kathie Lee Gifford, who for 15 years hosted an ABC
morning show with this original host of Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?.
ANSWER: Regis (Francis Xavier) Philbin <Vopava>
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4. For 10 points each, answer the following about recent films whose protagonists repeatedly die due to a
time loop:
[10] In the 2014 action movie Edge of  Tomorrow, a character played by this actor relives the same day
repeatedly due to the power of  alien blood. He is slated to star in the upcoming film Top Gun: Maverick.
ANSWER: Tom Cruise [or Thomas Cruise Mapother IV]
[10] This 2017 horror film concerns an unlikeable college student who is repeatedly murdered on the same
day until she figures out how to stop it. Its 2019 sequel amended the phrase "2 U" to its title.
ANSWER: Happy Death Day [accept Happy Death Day 2U]
[10] Zoey Deutch starred in this 2017 film as a student who must repeatedly die to learn to not be a jerk,
culminating in pushing a suicidal classmate out of the way of  a truck. It is based on a namesake bookby
Lauren Oliver.
ANSWER: Before I Fall <Nelson>

5. In October 2019 the Chinese government demanded that Daryl Morey be fired after he tweeted support
for the Hong Kong protests. For 10 points each:
[10] Morey is the general manager of  this Texas-basedNBA franchise, which has had a close relationship
with China ever since it drafted Yao Ming in 2002.
ANSWER: Houston Rockets [accept either]
[10] Although the NBA initially stated that Morey's tweet was "regrettable," this man, the commissioner of
the NBA, later defended the right of  NBA employees to freely express themselves.
ANSWER: Adam Silver
[10] Following the controversy, this company's namesake sports broadcaster, who had aired NBA games in
China since 2015, promptly stopped doing so.
ANSWER: Tencent Holdings Ltd. <Andert>

6. For 10 points each, answer the following about the connections between common household cleaning
products and rap music:
[10] This white rapper asks "why [his] flow so mean" in his song "Mr. Clean". In "Early Afternoon Stroll,"
this rapper claims he has "so much sauce" that his race is tortellinian ("tortellini"-an).
ANSWER: Yung Gravy (or Matthew Hauri)
[10] A single titled "Bars of  Soap" was released bya rapper and producer known in part by this first name.
Run the Jewels features a "Killer" known by this name.
ANSWER: Mike [accept Mike Will Made It or Killer Mike or Mike Will; do not accept or prompt on
"Michael"]
[10] In "Excuse Me", this leader of  the ASAP Mob referencesQ-Tip, though he was talking about the leader
of  A Tribe Called Quest and not the thing you put in your ear.
ANSWER: A$AP Rocky [or Rakim Athelaston Mayers] <Andert>
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7. A wicker furniture set was destroyed in the burning of  this location, which online conspiracy theorists
largely blamed on its owner's husband Victor. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this location belonging to Cheryl, which burned down under unclear circumstances in a 2019 TV
ad.
ANSWER: (her) she shed
[10] Somebody burned down Cheryl's she shed in an ad for this insurance company, whose other recent ads
have featured Aaron Rodgers and Chris Paul.
ANSWER: State Farm
[10] Nicole J. Butler, the woman who played Cheryl in the "she shed" ad, was previously best known for a
recurring role on this 2010s CW series, in which the title New York doctor played by Rachel Bilson takes a
job in rural Alabama.
ANSWER: Hart of  Dixie<Nelson>

8. The performer of  this song claims to be a "whizat minesweeper" who can "play for days." For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this song, whose speaker wants to "bowl with the gangsters," but alas, he cannot, since he
possesses this song's two title traits.
ANSWER: "White & Nerdy"
[10] "White & Nerdy" became this man's first top-ten hit in his 25 years in the music business.
ANSWER: "Weird Al" Yankovic (YANK-uh-vick) [or Alfred Matthew Yankovic; accept any underlined
portion]
[10] The music video for "White & Nerdy" depicts Yankovic vandalizing the Wikipedia page of  Atlantic
Records, who had pulled the plug on Yankovic's parody of  this James Blunt song.
ANSWER: "You're Beautiful" <Andert>

9. In September 2015, Muhammad Asif  Raza ended his friendship with Mudasir. For 10 points each:
[10] In so doing, Raza declared, by way of  an often imitated viral image, that a man with this name was now
his new best friend.
ANSWER: Salman [accept Salman Ahmad Naqash]
[10] Raza's declaration made him a national sensation in this country, whose burgeoning film industry
"Lollywood" is based in its city of  Lahore.
ANSWER: Pakistan
[10] In the ensuing years, Raza and Musadir reconciled, and declared that the two of  them, as well as Salman,
would hereby be known by this three-word term for extremely close companions.
ANSWER: best friends forever [prompt on BFFs] <Nelson>
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10. You thought Thanos was the only one who can snap people into dust? Nope! This guy does it to
teleport his opponents to a boat in the Thames. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this so-called "Napoleon of  Crime" playedby Idris Elba, whose unsettlingly rendered physique is,
despite serious competition, the scariest CGI on display in the film he is from.
ANSWER: Macavity (muh-"CAVITY") (the Mystery Cat)
[10] Macavity is the villain of  this 2019 box officebomb, about which one reviewer said "Nine may not be
enough lives for some of  the stars to live down their involvement."
ANSWER: Cats
[10] One of  the many cats Thanos-snapped by Macavity is Old Deuteronomy, the cat-queen played by this
actress. Her wedding ring was still visible in the film's hastily-edited original cut.
ANSWER: Judi Dench [or Judith Olivia Dench] <Vopava>

11. This character's name was intended to be "Tiny" before the author's wife persuaded him to change it to
the name of  her childhood imaginary friend. For 10points each:
[10] Name this very large animal owned by a girl named Emily Elizabeth.
ANSWER: Clifford the Big Red Dog
[10] Clifford the Big Red Dog is the official mascot of  this publishing company founded by Maurice
Robinson. This company holds the perpetual publishing rights to The Hunger Games books in the U.S..
ANSWER: Scholastic Corporation
[10] This creator of  Clifford named the characterof  Emily Elizabeth after his own daughter.
ANSWER: Norman (Ray) Bridwell <Rao-Pothuraju>

12. For 10 points each, answer the following about one of  the most exciting actions in soccer--passing:
[10] At the time of  a pass, players must not be closer to the opposing goal than they are to both the ball and
the second-closest defender; failure to do so results in this offense.
ANSWER: offside(s)
[10] An especially good and cool passer may execute a "nutmeg," a move that requires moving the ball in
this specific manner.
ANSWER: through a defender's legs [accept similar answers like through an opponent's legs or another
player's legs; prompt on less specific answers like legs]
[10] Short passes did not become especially popular until the 1870s, when it started being used by this oldest
association club in Scotland. It essentially shares its name with an English team known as the Rangers.
ANSWER: Queen's Park [accept Queen's Park F.C. or Queens Park Rangers F.C.] <Nelson>
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13. For 10 points each, answer the following about objects sought by Indiana Jones:
[10] Per the title of  the first film in the series, Indy seeks out this biblical object, which causes the Nazis'
faces to awesomely melt off  upon being opened.
ANSWER: Ark of  the Covenant [acceptRaiders of  theLost Ark or the Lost Ark or similar answers
containing the word Ark]
[10] Indy is somehow the only person able to pick out the holy grail in Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade,
picking a relatively simple cup out of  a group ofextravagant ones and noting that it is the "cup of" this type
of  person.
ANSWER: a carpenter
[10] Last Crusade also depicts a fictional crucifix named for this Spanish explorer, who supposedly got it in
1520 from Hernando Cortés before searching for Cibola (SEE-boh-lah).
ANSWER: Francisco Vázquez de Coronado (koh-roh-NAH-doh) [accept Cross of Coronado or Francisco
Vázquez de Coronado y Luján] <Nelson>

14. After decades of  urging from supporters, baseball executive Marvin Miller was finally elected to the
Baseball Hall of  Fame in 2020. For 10 points each:
[10] Miller was the author of  the first one of  these"agreements" in MLB history. These documents detail
what portion of  a league's revenue is shared by the league's players.
ANSWER: collective bargaining agreements [accept CBAs]
[10] This Hall of  Famer, whose 755 career home runswere the most all-time for decades, has been a
long-time supporter of  Miller's induction, and ispart of  the committee that elected him.
ANSWER: Hank Aaron [or Henry Aaron]
[10] Miller was pivotal in resolving a historic dispute involving Curt Flood, who was traded against his will
by this team in 1969. The pitcher Bob Gibson was a key player for this team in the 1960s.
ANSWER: St. Louis Cardinals [accept either] <Nelson>

15. A Nick Jr. series titled for this person's "Mystery Playdate" features him, his parents, and two animated
animals doing unboxings and other weird activities. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 8-year-old YouTube phenomenon, who made $26 million in 2019 reviewing toys. We'll
accept either his name or the name of  his channel.
ANSWER: Ryan Kaji [accept Ryan's World or Ryan ToysReview; prompt on Ryan]
[10] Ryan earned about $5 million more than this next-highest earning YouTube channel, in which a bunch
of  bros make countless attempts at hitting basketball trick shots and similar stunts.
ANSWER: Dude Perfect
[10] Several of  Ryan's videos involve the creationof  this general type of  fun substance, which is typically
made using some amount of  sodium tetraborate.
ANSWER: slime <Nelson>
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16. For 10 points each, answer the following about the inescapable pop culture trope of  the
hyper-intelligent, refined, talking ape:
[10] Pogo is the suit-clad chimpanzee assistant of Reginald, the dead patriarch of  an adopted familyof  young
superheroes in this 2019 Netflix series.
ANSWER: The Umbrella Academy
[10] This genetically-enhanced gorilla is a bespectacled quantum engineer as well as a highly-mobile tank
character in the game Overwatch.
ANSWER: Winston
[10] An erudite chimpanzee recites a poem in the "Noise & Silence" scene from Waking Life, a deeply
philosophical 2001 film by this director. He spent 12 years filming the real-time maturation of  thecentral
actor in his 2014 film Boyhood.
ANSWER: Richard (Stuart) Linklater <Vopava>

17. For 10 points each, answer the following about the changes made for the Kidz Bop versions of  pop
songs:
[10] In this Hot Chelle Rae song, the lyric "I woke up with a strange tattoo" was replaced with "I woke up
with a strange hairdo." In both versions, the 'strange' object "kinda looks just like you / Mixed with Zach
Galifianakis".
ANSWER: "Tonight Tonight"
[10] For some reason, in its version of  "Dark Horse,"Kidz Bop removed all references to this Greek
goddess, instead repeating the lyric "make me your one and only" twice.
ANSWER: Aphrodite
[10] The Kidz Bop version of  this artist's song "Starships" replaces a profane line with the lyric "We're Kidz
Bop and we're taking over." The chorus of  her song"Super Bass" features the lyric "Boom,
badoom-boom-boom, badoom-boom bass."
ANSWER: Nicki Minaj [or Onika Tanya Maraj-Petty] <Andert>

18. Silent movie star Norma Talmadge accidentally stepped in wet cement while this building was under
construction, thus spawning the tradition of  celebrities creating hand- and shoe-prints at film premieres
there. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this iconic, gaudily-decorated Hollywood movie palace that first opened in 1927.
ANSWER: Grauman's Chinese Theatre [accept either underlined portion; accept TCL Chinese Theatre
or Mann's Chinese Theatre]
[10] Among the unusual prints made at Grauman's Chinese is the trademark cigar owned by Groucho, a
member of  this legendary family of  film comedians.
ANSWER: Marx Brothers
[10] The first film screened at Grauman's Chinese was The King of  Kings, a film by this director who
specialized in epics like The Ten Commandments. He is the namesake of  a lifetime achievement award at the
Golden Globes.
ANSWER: Cecil B(lount) DeMille <Vopava>
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19. Skip Hall, Pokey Allen, and Houston Nutt were not only born with names that destined them to be
football coaches, but they all coached at this school in the 1990s. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Mountain West school whose football team, coached by Bryan Harson, plays at Albertsons
Stadium.
ANSWER: Boise State University [or BSU]
[10] Albertsons Stadium is best known for having a unique turf  that is a vibrant deep shade of  thiscolor,
which is also used in Boise State's uniforms.
ANSWER: blue
[10] Until grocery chain Albertsons bought the rights to slap its name on it in 2014, the venue was simply
known by this Boise State team name. A professional team with this name plays at Empower Field.
ANSWER: Bronco Stadium [accept Boise State Broncos or Denver Broncos] <Vopava>

20. In 2019 this actress began dating Garrett Hedlund after ending her tempestuous, years-long relationship
with frequent co-star Evan Peters. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this blond actress often cast as acid-tongued, authoritarian young women, such as Chanel
Oberlin in Fox's Scream Queens. She is the niece of an Oscar-winning movie star.
ANSWER: Emma (Rose) Roberts
[10] Roberts delivered the much-memed line "I bet you thought you saw the last of  me" as Madison
Montgomery on this Ryan Murphy-produced series's third season, which is nicknamed "Coven."
ANSWER: American Horror Story [or AHS]
[10] Roberts got her start in TV in this mid-2000s Nickelodeon series about aptly-named aspiring pop star
Addie Singer.
ANSWER: Unfabulous <Vopava>


